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Abstract
Today's industrial companies increasingly face challenges to adjust capacity to meet varying
demand while maintaining cost-efﬁciency of production. These challenges are typical for make-toorder (MTO) assembly production of customized products. Efﬁ cient production of variable, large
MTO products often requires parallel, independent assembly stations. A feature that is typical of
such production is labour-intensiveness, and thus the role of workers is highlighted. Workers have
to both learn new tasks and, if necessary, move to where the current workload is. The dynamic
management of production requires simple enough worker coordination policies (WCPs) which
allocate workers to tasks, and tasks to workers, in real time. Alongside this, one should consider
the resulting labour productivity when multiple workers share the same task.
This d isse rt at ion inve st ig ate s the M TO asse mbly p roduction d e scribe d above . The ﬁ rst obje ctive
i s t o ﬁ n d o u t h o w d i f f e re nt WC P s a f f e c t t h e p e rf o rm a n c e o f p a ra l l e l s t a t i o n a s s e m b l y s y s t e m s . Th e
WCPs that are studied are based on workers helping each other, which is a novel approach to
workforce coordination. The second objective is to ﬁnd out how worker collaboration practices (the
number of workers and ways of working) and learning affect the performance on a single assembly
product. To this end, experimental studies were conducted with a case product that has, more than
previous studies, elements similar to industrial assembly products. The research methods used in
t h e ﬁ ve a rt i c l e s c o mp ri s e l a b o ra t o ry e x p e ri m e nt s , vi d e o a na l y s i s , M a rko v mo d e l s , a nd s i mu l a t i o n.
The results from the laboratory experiments showed that, for novice workers, instructions are
crucial to learning new tasks. Productivity per worker decreased as the number of workers on the
product increased. However, the signiﬁ cance of the number of workers decreased through
re pe titions of asse mbly. Assistance by anothe r worke r was se e n as be ne ﬁ cial, e spe cially w ith large
parts, and hence two workers per product were considered most appropriate. A larger number of
workers resulted in permanent productivity losses as a result of difﬁ culties associated with the
spatial and temporal coordination of the workers. The results of the simulation study of a parallel
station system showed that with stochastic demand and manufacturing conditions, workers helping
each other in ﬁ xed pairs is effective enough compared to a policy in which everyone can help
everyone. In ﬁ xed pairs, workers also learn each other's ways of working and may become very
productive. However, attention should be paid to the selection of pairs of workers. Arbitrary
selection may lead to major differences in performance between different pairs, which, on average,
weakens the reactivity of production. Greater ﬂ exibility in helping compensates for variation
resulting from differences in skills but highlights efﬁciency in collaboration on a shared task. When
making decisions on worker allocation, workers' opinions and preferences and other worker-related
factors should also be considered.
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Tiivistelmä
Teollisuusyrityksillä on yhä enemmän haasteita sovittaa kapasiteetti vaihtelevaan kysyntään ja
ylläpitää samanaikaisesti tuotannon kustannustehokkuutta. Nämä haasteet ovat tyypillisiä asiakasräätälöityjen tuotteiden tilausohjautuvalle kokoonpanotuotannolle. Vaihtelevien ja suurten tuotteiden tehokas tuotanto edellyttää usein rinnakkaisia, toisistaan riippumattomia, kokoonpanoasemia.
Tällaiselle tuotannolle ominaista on työvoimavaltaisuus, jolloin työntekijöiden rooli korostuu: on
opittava uusia tehtäviä ja tarpeen vaatiessa siirryttävä asemien välillä senhetkisen työkuorman
mukaan. Tuotannon dynaaminen hallinta edellyttää riittävän yksinkertaisia työvoiman ohjauskäytäntöjä, joiden perusteella työntekijät kohdennetaan reaaliaikaisesti tehtäville ja päinvastoin.
Tämän lisäksi on huomioitava työntekijätuottavuus, kun useampi työntekijä jakaa saman tehtävän.
Tä m ä vä i t ö s ki rj a t u t ki i e d e l l ä ku va t t u a t i l a u s o h j a u t u va a ko ko o n p a no t u o t an t o a . Ty ö n e n s i m m äi senä tavoitteena on selvittää, miten erilaiset ohjauskäytännöt vaikuttavat rinnakkaiskokoonpanon
suorituskykyyn. Tutkitut ohjauskäytännöt perustuvat työntekijöiden keskinäiseen auttamiseen,
mikä on uusi lähestymistapa työvoiman ohjaukseen. Toisena tavoitteena on selvittää, miten
työntekijöiden yhteistyökäytännöt (työntekijöiden määrä ja työskentelytavat) ja oppiminen
vaikuttavat yksittäisen tuotteen kokoonpanon suorituskykyyn. Tätä varten suoritettiin kokee llisia
tutkimuksia tuotteella, jossa on, aiempia tutkimuksia enemmän, kokoonpanoteollisuuden
tuotteiden kaltaisia elementtejä. Väitöskirjan viidessä artikkelissa käytettäviä tutkimusmenetelmiä
ovat laboratoriokokeet, videoanalyysi, Markov-mallit ja simulointi.
Laboratoriokokeiden tulokset osoittivat, että kokoonpano-ohjeilla on ratkaiseva merkitys kokemattomien työntekijöiden oppiessa uusia tehtäviä. Työn tuottavuus henkilöä kohden heikkeni, kun
tuotetta kokosi suurempi määrä henkilöitä. Työntekijämäärän merkitsevyys väheni, kun kokoonpanoa toistettiin. Toisen apu nähtiin tarpeelliseksi, etenkin suurten kokoonpano-osien kanssa,
joten kaksi henkilöä tuotetta kohden koettiin sopivimmaksi. Suurempi työntekijämäärä aiheutti
pysyviä tuottavuushäviöitä johtuen työntekijöiden koordinoinnin vaikeudesta sekä tilan että ajan
suhteen. Kun rinnakkaisten asemien tuotantoa simuloitiin, tulokset osoittivat, että kysynnän ja
valmistuksen ollessa stokastista, työntekijöiden auttaminen toisiaan pareittain on riittävän tehokasta, eikä kaikkien tarvitse auttaa kaikkia. Kiinteissä pareissa työntekijät myös oppivat toistensa
t yöske nt e ly t avat , ja he ist ä voi t u lla hyvin t u ot t avia. Työp arie n valint aan kannat t aa kuit e nkin kiinnit t ää hu omio t a. Sat t u manvaraine n val int a vo i jo ht aa me rkit t äviin s u o rit u s ky ky e ro ihin e ri p arie n
vä l i l l ä , m i kä ke s ki m ä ä ri n h e i ke n t ä ä t u o t a n n o n re a kt i i vi s u u t t a . S u u re m p i j o u s t a vu u s a u t t a m i s e s s a
kompensoi taitoeroista aiheutuvaa vaihtelua, mutta korostaa samalla yhteistyön tehokkuutta jaetussa tehtävässä. Työntekijäresursseja jaettaessa on hyvä huomioida myös työntekijöiden
mielipiteet ja mieltymykset sekä muut työntekijöihin liittyvät tekijät.
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1. Introduction

1.1

Background and research gaps

Today’s industrial companies increasingly face challenges to adjust capacity
to meet varying demand while maintaining cost-efficiency of production.
These challenges are typical of make-to-order (MTO) assembly production, where the manufacturing of a customizable product begins only after receipt of a confirmed customer order. Basically, variation in demand is linked to
time and products. Time-specific variation originates from uncertainty in winning customer orders (Kolisch, 2001, p. 65). Product-specific variation relates
to customer needs among orders received, and products can range from relatively standardized to perfectly customized (Tenhiälä, 2009, p. 62).
To be competitive in selected customer markets, the company first sets the
strategic goals, which typically consist of the following dimensions (Hopp & Van
Oyen, 2004): cost (higher labour productivity), time (increased responsiveness), quality (improved external/internal quality), and variety
(broadened offerings of products/services). The operations of the production
should then support these goals. In practice, an MTO production system is
forced to handle large numbers of variants, low product volume, and small batch
sizes (Heilala & Voho, 2001). To be able to manage highly variable production
of relatively large assembly products the only sensible option is often a design
that involves parallel stations. In comparison to line design, parallel, independent stations allow more flexibility in assigning tasks (McMullen and Frazier, 1997). They are less vulnerable to variations caused not only by demand
but also by human workers whose role is highlighted in MTO manual assembly
systems.
Adjusting workforce capacity to meet fluctuating demand needs multiple decisions. For a predetermined total number of workers (staffing decision), workforce allocation for production periods and departments is decided on the basis
of forecasts of temporal demand. However, this alone is often not enough and
real-time decisions on the allocation of workers are required. (Easton, 2011) For
17
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real-time allocation in floor-level production, Hopp and Van Oyen (2004)
use the term worker coordination policy (later WCP), which “allocates
workers to tasks (or tasks to workers) over time”. WCP further needs a decision
on cross-training, i.e. which workers are trained and for which tasks (Hopp &
Van Oyen, 2004). Flexibility in terms of the capability of workers to process
multiple task types is attractive from the production management point of view.
It helps to avoid idleness and moves workers to where the current
workload is (Slomp & Molleman, 2002). In addition, the allocation of workers
is driven by the promised due dates of individual customer orders (Kolisch,
2001, p. 94). The decision on the due date further depends on e.g. the data situation, i.e. whether it is static or dynamic (Cheng & Gupta, 1989). In a static
case, all jobs are available at once for processing, and in the more realistic, dynamic case, the number of available jobs varies (Kolisch, 2001, p. 55). Thus, the
availability of jobs eventually affects the allocation of workers.
Cross-training is a widely studied approach to determine flexibility between
capacity and demand. When implemented in the right way, cross-training, even
with limited flexibility configurations, will enable sufficient responsiveness in
the system (Jordan & Graves, 1995; Inman et al., 2004). However, when implementing cross-training, one should consider the time it takes and limited
worker learning capacity (Inman et al., 2004). Specifically, when workers frequently have to master new tasks, learning losses occur, which is decisive
with regard to cost-efficiency of production (Uzumeri & Nembhard, 1998).
With regard to stochastic demand for highly customized, ever-changing products, simple cross-training principles and the corresponding skill configurations
may not provide appropriate and sufficient flexibility in the system. For such a
production environment, a more dynamic approach to flexibility in daily operations is needed. Such dynamic flexibility could be provided by self-directed
work teams, in which workers have autonomy to arrange work assignments and
the ways in which work is done (Van Amelsvoort & Benders, 1996). This includes workers being responsible for a whole process by working together to
varying degrees while planning and controlling their work (Irani et al., 2002).
However, in such a team with a dynamic nature and autonomy of workers, management problems may occur, which makes this approach less attractive in this
context.
In order to manage a stochastic production environment efficiently, the advantages of both cross-training and self-directed teams should be considered.
More precisely, there should be simple enough principles concerning the
flexibility of workers to respond dynamically to varying circumstances. The coordination of workers in such a production environment should
also take into account worker preferences and relations. For this purpose, WCPs
could be based on workers helping each other, where the flexibility of the
workforce is related to the question “who will help whom”? Helping is crucial to
the success of the cooperation of humans (Powers & Lehmann, 2017). Nevertheless, helping has rarely been the approach taken to WCPs. Compared to
cross-training, i.e. worker-task based policies, this worker-driven approach
should be more suitable for a dynamic environment with highly customized
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products and variable workloads. It should also take more account of the complex psychological, social, and organizational consequences of workforce flexibility (see Slomp & Molleman, 2002, for these consequences in the context of
cross-training). Helping others in terms of collaboration between workers
requires close interaction between the workers when individual skills, both social and technical, are needed (Patel et al., 2012).
Examining dynamic WCPs in a stochastic production environment
needs appropriate methods to be used. When there are uncertainties in demand
and manufacturing processes with limited production capacity, probabilitybased approaches such as queuing theory are suggested (Williams, 1984).
One method for analyzing the variability of supply and demand in parallel systems is the Markov process, which can be studied through queuing theory.
For such processes, Gurumurthi and Benjaafar (2004) provide generic models
that also consider flexibility configurations and priority principles for server and
customer selection. In their study, however, customers are divided into classes,
being served in their dedicated streams. The flexibility approach for servers is
thus similar to cross-training. On the basis of the above, the first research gap is
defined as follows:
Research gap 1: There is a need for studies on stochastic, parallel station
MTO assembly systems with WCPs based on workers helping each other.
Studies should use appropriate methods, such as a queuing theory-based approach. This would contribute to understanding the ways in which different
WCPs, on average, cope with changing demand and uncertainty in MTO production.
Despite the increased responsiveness obtained from temporal assignments of
workers to products, such as with WCPs, one should also consider the resulting labour productivity when assigning multiple workers to products. In variable, uncertain production circumstances, manning levels for products may become extremely high. In addition, managers and workers may not
have a suitable understanding of how worker assignments and the resulting
number of workers on a single product impact on the cost-efficiency of assembly
production. The example below shows how such a worker assignment problem
occurs in a real-life industrial company.
Motivational industrial example
A company from the mechanical engineering industry delivers products for
the pharmaceutical industry and hospitals according to the MTO principle.
The final assembly of customized products is performed at parallel independent stations because there are large-sized products with varying work contents. The work contents depend on customer-specific options within the products. In addition, the sizes of the products in question vary as follows: lengths
from 3 to 4 meters, heights from 2.5 to 4 meters, and widths from one to 1.5
meters. The weights vary from 2 to 5 tons. The high variability between the
products and extremely low batch sizes (on average 1.4 products per batch)
19
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results in non-standardized assembly sequences and methods with different
product variants. Fluctuations in demand and uncertainties within the assembly processes further result in high variability in the worker resources used,
even between the same product variants. Finally, as the actual production
hours for products often exceed those budgeted, the cost-efficiency of the production is difficult to manage.
The following example is based on the author’s study and observations at the
case company in 2014. As an example of the problem that is described in the
present company, Figure 1 illustrates the actual assignments of workers
within four different product variants. In the figure, first, the working hours
that were used to assemble each product are presented. Then the starting order of customer orders within each product variant is numbered. The customer
orders inside the same frame were assembled simultaneously. Finally, the assignments of workers (W1…W7) to each product are presented within each day
and week (weeks as sequential numbers beginning from one). All the workers
are experienced and are able to make decisions autonomously and perform
assembly on the basis of the product installation drawing. Each worker processed one product at a time and only occasional switching between the products occurred. All the products were assembled in a nine-month period.
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Figure 1. Actual assignments of workers to the assembly products

As Figure 1 shows, the assignments of workers vary considerably, depending
on customer orders. According to the production manager, in principle, the
assignments of workers are based on the view of, and control by, the foreman.
Within the product variants in question, the basic principle is that each product
is assembled by one worker at a time. When needed, another worker can help
(without the decision of the foreman) with subtasks that are, e.g., physically
challenging for one worker. Some of the subtasks even require two workers
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when one uses a crane and holds on the part while another installs. Another
typical reason for assigning several workers to a product is to avoid idleness
and under-utilization of workers as a result of a low amount of total workload
in production. Another major reason for the assignments of workers is to accelerate the completion of products in order to meet the due dates of products.
In the case company, in addition to the benefits obtained, it was quite well
known that worker assignments to products have some limitations. These limitations relate to e.g. precedence constraints in the assembly sequence or limited space for several workers to work in. In addition, the efficiency of the collaboration of workers is reduced as a result of non-standardized working
methods and poor coordination of workers.
According to the production manager, in order to manage cost-efficiency
better in terms of the worker resources used, more should be understood about
the performance effects of worker assignments and the number of workers on
a product. In this context, production history data on worker assignments with
the working hours spent, as used in the case company, does not typically provide sufficient information. This is due to inaccuracy of timestamps related to
the actual working hours on each product by each worker. They do not tell the
whole truth about the assignments of workers (i.e. who worked on which product and when), not to mention the ways of working. In addition, there are several factors, such as learning (through repetitions within the same variant),
that affect the performance on a product, the effect of which could not be verified. All the above made it impossible to get evidence on the performance effects of worker assignments and the number of workers on a product. Figure
2 illustrates the ambiguous effects of the average number of workers on a
product and order of starting (learning) on assembly performance (productivity) within each product variant.

Figure 2. Assembly productivity (part of product completed per 100 hours worked) as a function
of the average number of workers on product and order of starting within each product variant

Understanding the fundamental effects of the collaboration practices of
workers (number of workers and ways of working) on a product needs controlled experiments. As such experiments are practically impossible to perform in industry conditions, laboratory studies are needed. Previous experimental studies on the effects of the number of workers on a shared task (such
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as Wicker et al., 1976; Sando et al., 2011; Staats et al., 2012; Kuhrmann &
Münch, 2016) lack products that have elements similar to those products in the assembly industry. In addition, Worchel et al. (1992, p. 254)
criticize the fact that laboratory studies frequently use very simple tasks which
involve little, if any interdependence between the participants.
For tasks (products) which can be divided between several workers, there is a
hypothetical statement by Steiner (1972, p. 96). According to the hypothesis,
the efficiency of a group does not increase in direct proportion to the
number of additional workers. This hypothesis is also in line with the view
of the production manager in the case company above. It should be carefully
tested in laboratory conditions and within the products similar to those in reallife industry. Finally, considering the small batch sizes of variable products, the
effect of learning through repetition is highlighted and should therefore be
examined. Thus, the second research gap is defined as follows:
Research gap 2: There is a need for laboratory studies on performance effects of worker collaboration practices (the number of workers and ways of
working) and learning on products that are similar to those products in the
assembly industry. Evidence on the fundamental effects of collaboration practices would give insights for industrial managers when making decisions on
worker assignments.

1.2

Research problem and framework

Based on the research background and gaps, the actual research problem of this
dissertation is crystallized as follows:
Variable MTO parallel assembly production needs cost-efficient allocation of
workers to products. To support decision-making here, industrial managers
should understand the fundamental performance effects of worker coordination, collaboration and learning. To gain evidence on such effects, more studies
that use appropriate research methods are needed.
Figure 3 sums up the present MTO environment by presenting the most relevant factors, decisions, and goals and their connections that are involved. This
figure also presents the framework of the approach taken to studying the performance effects of WCPs, worker collaboration practices, and learning, as
stated in the research gaps and problem. The performance effects that are studied are responsiveness and labour productivity, which are typical strategic goals
for MTO production. Different WCPs are studied together with the effects of
learning and the skill levels of workers, and especially with stochastic, variable
demand and manufacturing conditions.
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MTO environment
Product-specific
demands
Variants

Staffing and workforce allocation
(Number of workers and assignment
of workers to specific shifts and
departments in a production period)
Cross-training
(flexibility configuration, i.e., which
workers are cross-trained and for
which task)

Highly
customized

Time-specific
demands
All jobs available
at once

Worker coordination policies
(WCPs)
x Allocation of workers to tasks
(or tasks to workers) over time
x ”Who will help whom”
x Priority rules considering who to
help or to whom to assign task

Variety (broadened
offerings of products)

Time (increased
responsiveness)

Number of available
jobs varies
Worker related factors
x Learning
x Skill levels
x Worker
k preferences
Collaboration practices
(Number of workers, ways
of working, and the
resulting efficiency in
collaboration)

Cost (higher labour
productivity)

Strategic goals

Figure 3. The present MTO environment

1.3

Objectives and research questions

The objective of this dissertation is twofold. The first objective is to find out how
different WCPs, based on workers helping each other, affect the performance of
a parallel station assembly system. The second objective is to find out how
worker collaboration practices (the number of workers and ways of working)
and learning affect performance on a single assembly product. As both of the
objectives are related to the same varying MTO assembly environment, the main
research question is:
RQ:

What are the effects of different WCPs and worker collaboration practices and learning on the performance of a parallel
station MTO assembly system in varying circumstances?

The main research question (RQ) is answered stepwise in the five articles. Articles I and II study experimentally the effects of learning and collaboration practices (the number of workers and ways of working) on the performance of product assembly. The related research sub-questions are:
RQ1:

What are the effects of learning on the performance of product
assembly?

RQ2:

What are the effects of collaboration practices (the number of
workers and ways of working) on the performance of product
assembly?
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Articles III-V then extend the study to a parallel station system where the effects
of different WCPs and factors are studied in varying circumstances. The related
research sub-question is:
RQ3:

What are the principles of different WCPs and how do they affect
performance in a parallel station system where variation relates
to the arrivals and contents of jobs, as well as the learning, skill
levels, and collaborative efficiency of the workers?

The principle of the MTO assembly system studied in Articles I-V is illustrated
in Figure 4 through an example of four parallel stations. This system can also be
thought of as being the basis for the industrial case example, as presented in
Section 1.1.

Figure 4. The principle of the assembly system under study

1.4

Research process and structure of the dissertation

As presented above, the background to the research problem derives from the
industry and literature. The relevance to industry and complexity related to the
coordination and collaboration of workers were validated in the above case
study and by interviewing experts from the MTO assembly industry. The approach to the research questions is broadly quantitative. This also determines
the main research methods, experimental studies on both a laboratory and simulation basis.
In Articles I and II, experimental studies in laboratory settings were conducted to examine the effects of learning and worker collaboration practices (the
number of workers and ways of working) on performance on an assembled
product. For the effects of learning and the number of workers (group size on
product), hypotheses based on the literature and industrial experience were set.
The quantitative results from the experiments were supplemented by the opinions of participants, also in a qualitative manner.
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In Articles III-V, simulation experiments were performed in order to test the
effects of different variables, i.e. learning, the skill levels of workers, and collaborative efficiency, with different WCPs in parallel assembly systems. The analytical models constructed for systems in Articles IV and V are based on queuing
theory, which is widely used for examining stochastic processes in the operations research field.
This dissertation next reviews the literature behind the research problem.
Then Section 3 presents the main results from the dissertation articles, which
also aim to answer the research questions. Section 4 discusses the theoretical
and practical implications of the results, as well as the reliability and validity of
the research that was conducted. Finally, Section 5 presents the main conclusions and suggestions derived from the results in this dissertation. Recommendations for further research are also made.
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2. Literature review

This chapter reviews the relevant literature and acts as a theoretical foundation
for the present dissertation. Section 2.1 presents the basics of MTO manual assembly production. Section 2.2 focuses on queuing theory as an approach to
modelling and studying stochastic production. Section 2.3 deals with learning
and worker differences, which are essential in labour-intensive, varying production. Section 2.4 deals with worker collaboration on products by focusing especially on the factors, such as group size, affecting performance in collaboration.
Section 2.5 first reviews the basics of the allocation of workers in MTO production. In the literature, the approach to this is strongly based on cross-training.
Different cross-training strategies and WCPs and their effects on production
performance are presented. They are also handled in the light of different
worker-related factors, such as the learning, skill levels, and preferences of
workers.

2.1

Make-to-order production

In make-to-order (MTO) production, a customer order initiates all the actions
in the supply chain, from the procurement of materials and parts until the final
assembly. When orders have been received, a decision on the acceptance of orders and scheduling of jobs is made. There is a promise of the due date for the
customer. At the enquiry stage of a customer order, the current workload in the
system has significant effect on the delivery lead time and due date promise
(Zorzini et al., 2008). The decision on the due date is dependent on e.g. the data
situation, i.e. whether it is static or dynamic (Cheng & Gupta, 1989). In a static
case, all jobs are available at once for processing. In a more realistic, dynamic
case, the number of available jobs varies since jobs arrive in the system continuously and randomly. The queuing discipline of jobs for production can be e.g.
first-come first-served, last-come first-served, earliest due date, or shortest processing time (Hopp & Spearman, 2008, p. 265). In final assembly, for each job,
different operations and their dedicated resources are determined. On the operations scheduling level, the objective is typically to minimize the weighted tardiness of jobs. (Kolisch, 2001, pp. 12-55)
In MTO assembly production, the customization of products forces the system
to handle a large number of variants, low product volume, and small batch sizes
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(Heilala & Voho, 2001). A parallel stations design is often the only reasonable
way to implement such production. Parallel stations are independent of each
other and thus, in comparison to line design, can handle high variability and
complexity in production better. The complexity of assembling affects performance in terms of quality and productivity (Zhu et al., 2008). Further, as final
assembly work is often performed manually, the role of workers is extremely
important (Mattsson, 2013, p. 1). A company that is capable of maintaining flexible and efficient production takes into account worker-related factors and motivations when implementing operative decisions (Hopp & Van Oyen, 2004).
The operations of the production should support the strategic goals of a company, which typically consist of the following dimensions (Hopp & Van Oyen,
2004): cost (higher labour productivity), time (increased responsiveness), quality (improved external/internal quality), and variety (broadened offerings of
products/services).

2.2

Modelling of stochastic production

The variable and stochastic (i.e. random) nature of MTO production should be
taken into account in order to model the production system satisfactorily (Williams, 1984). On the demand side, randomness relates to the reception of customer orders, which is due to natural variation in demand and uncertainty in
winning orders (Kolisch, 2001, p. 65). In manufacturing processes, randomness
relates to worker differences and availability, among others (Hopp & Spearman,
2008, p. 255). For limited production capacity and uncertainties in demand and
manufacturing processes, Williams (1984) suggests a queuing-theory approach.
This approach makes it possible to characterize the long-term performance
measures of uncertain production (Hopp & Spearman, 2008, p. 267). Queuing
theory originates from research by Erlang (1909) and it provides simple models
to estimate average queue lengths in production.
In a common M/M/1 model (notation defined by Kendall (1953)), for a single
(1)-station system, the letters M denote exponentially distributed interarrival
and processing times of jobs. The actual distributions in production then determine the applicability of a queuing model (Shanthikumar et al., 2007). With
exponentially distributed interarrival and processing times, Markov property
(Markov & Nagornyi, 1984) is valid, meaning that future events in the process
are only dependent on the current state and not on the past (memoryless process). Figure 5 presents an example of a Markov state diagram for a single station. The M/M/1 model assumes a first-come first-served principle of queuing.
Here, the state number (0, 1, 2…) denotes the number of jobs in the system. The
state transitions to the right refer to the arrivals of jobs which occur at a Poissondistributed rate with a mean of Ǌ. Similarly, to the left, the completions of the
jobs occur at a Poisson-distributed processing rate with a mean of μ. These rates
thus correspond to the probabilities of state transitions.
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Figure 5. Example of Markov state diagram

From the state diagram, balance equations and steady-state probabilities for
each state can be solved. This further makes it possible to calculate the average
work-in-process (WIP) (Curry & Feldman, 2011, p. 80):
ܹ = ܲܫσஶ
ୀ ݊

(1)

where pn is a steady-state probability, i.e. the percentage of time the system has
n jobs. On the basis of Little’s law (Little, 1961), the average job cycle time, CT,
can be calculated as
= ܶܥ

ௐூ
ఒ

(2)

The system utilization rate u is the ratio of the mean arrival and processing
rates, as follows:
ఒ

(3)

=ݑఓ

Clearly, u should be less than one (1) so that production would be capable of
responding to demand. If, in the long term, u approaches one, the queue length,
Q, will increase infinitely according to the formula of the M/M/1 model:
(4)

ܳ = ݑ/(1 െ )ݑ

A single-station system can be extended to a system with multiple parallel stations to achieve the required production capacity. In a parallel system, jobs can
be centrally assigned from a single queue to the next available station. (Hopp &
Spearman, 2008, p. 272) Another typical principle is to have separate queues
for different job types (see e.g. Gurumurthi & Benjaafar, 2004).

2.3

Learning and worker differences

When it comes to productivity in manual assembly work, learning as “the act,
process or experience of gaining knowledge or skill” 1 is one of the most significant factors. In the literature, the learning curve phenomenon was first reported
by Wright (1936), and is comprehensively reviewed e.g. by Yelle (1979) and Jaber (2016). This phenomenon relates to the observation that the direct labour
hours used to produce a single unit decrease at a uniform rate as the number of
0F

1

learning. (n.d.) American Heritage® Dictionary of the English Language, Fifth Edition. (2011). Retrieved
May 11 2017 from http://www.thefreedictionary.com/learning
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manufactured units is doubled. The formula of this log-linear learning curve
model is as follows:
ܶ௫ = ܶଵ ܺ 

(5)

In the model, Tx denotes the time required to produce the Xth unit, T1 the first
unit, and X the cumulative unit number. n = log ø/log 2 is the learning index,
where ø denotes the learning rate. The learning rate reflects the nature of the
manufacturing process in question. With more labour-intensive processes, the
learning rate value decreases and learning is faster, and with more machinepaced processes vice versa. Wright’s learning model has been critiziced because
by increasing the cumulative unit number infinitely, time per unit will eventually reach zero, which is practically impossible. De Jong (1957) corrected this by
introducing a so-called factor of incompressibility, denoted as M. This factor
forces learning curve to reach a steady-state level above zero (when 0 < M < 1)
where no improvements in learning occur. The formula of this Plateau learning
curve model is as follows:
ܶ௫ = ܶଵ ( ܯ+ (1 െ  ܺ)ܯ )

(6)

From Equation (6), the steady-state time, denoted here as TM, is calculated as
TM = M * T1. Figure 6 presents the principles of Wright’s and Plateau learning
curves.

Inexperienced
worker
Tx = Time

per unit

Experienced
worker

TM

X = Cumulative
unit number
Figure 6. Wright’s (line) and Plateau (dotted line) learning curve models

Plateauing may occur when technical equipment and work organisation remain
unchanged (De Jong 1957). It is also associated with workers ceasing to learn
(Yelle 1979), depreciation in knowledge (Li & Rajagopalan 1998) or constant
quality problems (Jaber & Guiffrida 2004). Consequently, a plateau barrier can
be broken by additional investments in training or new technology (Jaber &
Guiffrida 2004). Other learning curve models in the literature consider e.g. the
combination of cognitive and motor skills (Dar-El et al. 1995) and, for groups of
workers, knowledge transferring among individuals (e.g., Ingram & Simons
2002; Schilling et al. 2003). Glock & Jaber (2014) recently developed a group
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learning curve model that comprises compatibility of knowledge, willingness
and ability of the group members to share and absorb knowledge, and the number of members in the group.
According to Figure 6, progression in the learning curve and the time it takes
to complete a given task depend on the prior experience of a worker with that
task. When workers frequently have to master new tasks, they spend much time
on the steep part of learning curves (Uzumeri & Nembhard, 1998). Each restart
of the learning curve generates learning losses, which reduces the cost-efficiency
of production. In addition, the performance of an inexperienced worker varies
more compared to that of an experienced one (Dudley, 1963). Higher task complexity further increases variability in performance (Nembhard & Osothsilp,
2002).
Learning is dependent on instructions and how the task information is presented within them (Watson et al., 2010; Thorvald et al., 2010; Fast-Berglund
& Blom, 2014). Attention should be paid to designing effective, understandable,
and easy-to-follow instructions (Agrawala et al., 2003). It is certainly profitable
to make investments in learning. On the other hand, considering learning curves
with the aggregate planning problem provides better predictability of workforce
size and productivity (Ebert, 1976). Further, this helps to minimize production
costs in future time periods.
Alongside learning, worker differences can have a significant impact on assembly performance. Hunter et al. (1990) analyzed a large number of previous
studies and determined a 20% coefficient of variation for productivity among
blue-collar workers. An example by Buzacott (2013) of a group of workers processing a common task shows similar results: despite almost equal standard
times for the subtasks assigned to each worker, in a group of six workers, the
best one typically performed twice as fast as the worst one. In general, when a
group is formed randomly from a population in which an attribute (such as the
skill level of the workers) is normally distributed, the difference between the
best and worst workers increases as a function of increasing group size (Steiner,
1972, p. 71).
In practice, worker differences in manual assembly work are often a consequence of problems with installation motions, which should be tackled by methods engineering prior to training (Rohmert & Schlaich, 1966). As individual differences in work performance can be very large, Hunter et al. (1990) conclude
that large benefits in productivity can be obtained by paying attention to the
selection of workers.

2.4

Worker collaboration on products

Collaboration of workers occurs when multiple workers share the same task in
the same physical space, e.g., a product at a single assembly station (Yazgan et
al., 2011; Martignago et al., 2017). As collaboration requires interaction between
the workers, individual skills, both social and technical, are needed (Patel et al.,
2012). The task type and structure have significant effects on collaboration.
They determine the minimum number of workers needed to perform a task and
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the division of work (Steiner, 1972, pp. 6-9). They also determine the order in
which different subtasks can be completed, and how (Patel et al., 2012).
Depending on the skills of the workers with a given task, each subtask can be
assigned to those who are the best for that particular subtask (Steiner, 1972, p.
40).
The amount of workers at a single task clearly affects practices and performance in collaboration. This performance can be measured as collaborative efficiency, which means “the relative percentage increase in average task speed
(or labour productivity) that results from assigning multiple workers to the
same task” (Hopp & Van Oyen, 2004). When the task speed does not increase
in direct proportion to the number of additional workers, loss of labour productivity, i.e. productivity per worker, occurs. This phenomenon is valid for many
divisible tasks and is presented in a hypothetical statement by Steiner (1972, p.
96), as shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7. Hypothetical statement according to Steiner (1972, p. 96) (Article I)

In Figure 7, the potential productivity of a group means the maximum level of
productivity that can be reached. In that case, an individual or group uses its
resources in the most advantageous way. As group size (the number of collaborative workers) increases, the potential productivity of a group increases at a
decelerating rate. Thus, each new member is not expected to contribute to the
group’s productivity as much as the previous one. This “law of diminishing returns” is a consequence of the upper limit of the amount of work to be done. As
Figure 7 shows, process losses increase at an accelerating rate as a function of
increasing group size. Process losses occur as a result of non-optimality in group
organization and workers’ efforts to create group output. As a result of process
losses, the actual productivity of a group is below the potential. The actual
productivity increases at a decelerating rate with group size and reaches its maximum at a certain group size, after which it decreases. As a result of this, the
mean actual productivity per worker decreases as a function of increasing group
size. (Steiner, 1972, pp. 96-97)
There are several reasons for reduced efficiency with increasing group size. At
its simplest, difficulties and inefficiency occur as the number of coordination
links (both temporal and spatial) between the workers increases rapidly
(Steiner, 1972, p. 80). In addition to coordination, larger groups suffer from “social loafing”, which appears as workers exerting less effort on working (Latane
et al., 1979). Taylor (1911) already concluded over a century ago that more than
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three or four industrial workers should rarely be assigned to work in close
concert with each other (Steiner, 1972, p. 88). Kuhrmann & Münch (2016)
recently showed that increasing the group size or re-forming existing groups
result in more effort in coordination and hence productivity loss. Group working
was also significantly congested and disrupted when several new members
joined the group already working.
In general, groups with two and three members are those with the most critical
group size. A two-member group enables each member to have maximum control over the success of the group. This further makes them feel a strong obligation to adjust to each other’s preferences and behaviour and to work harder
compared to members of larger groups. In a three-member group, a coalition
can form, and the preference of all the members is no longer needed to reflect
the “will of the group”. (Steiner, 1972, pp. 98-100)
The effects of group size have been studied experimentally, mainly in the research field of social psychology (Thomas & Fink, 1963; Wheelan, 2009). The
vast majority of the studies deal with non-physical tasks, such as generating
ideas or solutions to problems (Frank & Anderson, 1971) or answering quizzes
(Littlepage, 1991). Those studies considering manual tasks (e.g. Wicker et al.,
1976; Sando et al., 2011; Staats et al., 2012; Kuhrmann & Münch, 2016) are
weakly linked with tasks in real-life industrial organizations. Worchel et al.
(1992, p. 254) criticize the fact that laboratory studies frequently use very simple
tasks which involve little, if any interdependence between the participants.
Despite a lack of empirical evidence, some papers consider the effect of group
size on labour productivity when studying the performance of assembly systems. These papers, for example, aim to optimize the allocation of workers to
products (Niemi, 2009) or to compare the performance of cell and line assemblies (Sengupta & Jacobs, 2004).
Rather than optimal group sizes, many studies present characterizations of
high-performing groups. This includes workers having an awareness of task status, conditions, and roles (Buzacott, 2013), being willing to assist each other
(Dickinson & McIntyre, 1997), and providing their knowledge and experience
for the benefit of the collective output (Pagell & LePine, 2002).

2.5

Worker coordination policies in production

In floor-level MTO production, changes occur and circumstances vary with regard to time, thus creating challenges for the coordination of workers. In order
to maintain high-performance production, there should be clear principles on
how to coordinate workers with e.g. varying workloads.
There are several decisions to be considered in order to manage a workforce
in production efficiently. According to Easton (2011), staffing relates to staff size
and training and labour scheduling assigns workers to a production period, typically of 1-4 weeks. Provisional allocation then assigns workers to specific departments at specific times. In addition, both scheduling and allocation are
based on forecasts of temporal demand. When the demand deviates from the
expected, allocation is adjusted in real time.
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For the simple determination of real-time allocation in floor-level production,
Hopp and Van Oyen (2004) use the term ‘worker coordination policy’ (later
WCP), which “allocates workers to tasks (or tasks to workers) over time”. To
implement such a policy, first, the level of flexibility of the workforce (who is
allowed to process what task) is determined. Minimum flexibility refers to a situation in which each worker has a dedicated task or product, and thus the workers are specialists. This may be sufficient, e.g. when workers are never starved
for their dedicated tasks (Nembhard & Bentefouet, 2012). Higher flexibility
means “enabling workers to perform multiple task types” in terms of crosstraining (Hopp & Van Oyen, 2004). Thus, allocation decisions (or WCPs) are
constrained by cross-training decisions (Easton, 2011).
Chaining, a notion originally introduced by Jordan and Graves (1995), is a
well-known strategy for increasing the level of cross-training and flexibility in
small increments. When implemented in the right way, a limited flexibility configuration performs almost as well as full flexibility (Jordan & Graves, 1995; Inman et al., 2004) or even as well (Graves, 2008). The configuration in question
is a closed, complete chaining in which each worker is cross-trained for a task
or product at the next station in a parallel system. When all the tasks and
resources are connected, the capacity can be levelled effectively in the system.
Within another typical configuration, the workers of two adjacent stations are
cross-trained as pairs. Since not all the tasks and resources are connected any
longer, the effectiveness of this configuration is less than with complete
chaining (e.g. Graves, 2008). Figure 8 illustrates the cross-training
configurations of full flexibility, complete chaining, and pairs in a parallel
system.
Workers

a) full flexibility

Tasks

Workers

Tasks

b) complete chaining

Workers

Tasks

c) pairs

Figure 8. Cross-training configurations

Some of the cross-training strategies have mostly been examined in the case of
production lines. As an example, Sennott et al. (2006) show that fully crosstrained floating workers, floaters, are valuable in balancing capacity. In
comparison to a system with only specialists, floaters make it possible to reduce
the number of workers on a production line. Similarly to floaters, cross-trained
utility workers can be used in production but they are more for responding to
the unanticipated absence of other workers (e.g. Inman et al., 2004).
In addition to the benefits gained from flexibility, there are other issues to be
considered when implementing cross-training. These include the time cross34
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training takes, limited worker learning capacity (see also McCreery et al., 2004),
and the effects on work responsibilities (Inman et al., 2004). Cross-training is
profitable when it generates little loss of efficiency and when there is high variability in processing times in the system (Yang, 2007). Cross-training affects
learning losses for workers with new products and lack of skill retention (forgetting) with the old ones (Nembhard & Osothslip, 2001). Learning and forgetting effects were considered and modelled by Vidic (2008), who compared different worker assignment principles. Easton (2011) shows that when crosstrained workers possess lower skill levels compared to specialists, a system may
require a larger total number of workers to respond to demand. Yang (2007)
states that when there is a fixed total number of skills in the system, the skills
should be distributed over more workers and not just a few.
According to Buzacott (2004), the most skilled workers should be utilized before less skilled ones. Generally, workers should be assigned to tasks in a way
that maximizes the product of the processing rates of the workers (Andradottir
et al., 2001). This includes avoiding idleness by assisting others with tasks that
further enable workers to get back to their dedicated tasks as soon as possible.
The above studies show that the selection of a cross-training strategy and consideration of skill levels in the assignment of workers have significant impacts
on responsiveness and productivity in the system.
One important feature of a successful cross-training strategy is robustness to
variation in the system (Inman et al., 2004). This means that the strategy that
is selected should be flexible enough to respond to unexpected variation. As
shown earlier, in Section 2.2, in MTO production, the variation and randomness
of the system widely relate to both demand and manufacturing processes. For
such production, Gurumurthi and Benjaafar (2004) provide generic Markov
process models, based on queuing theory. These models are used for analyzing
arrival and service variability in parallel systems with equal numbers of customer classes and servers. Their models consider flexibility configurations and
priority principles for server and customer selection. They found that with identical arrival rates and servers, a complete chaining configuration yields most of
the benefits of full flexibility (similarly to Jordan and Graves, 1995 and Inman
et al., 2004). On the other hand, with non-identical arrival rates and servers,
priority should be associated with either the fastest servers (as in Buzacott,
2004) or with the customers with the greatest demand. Table 1 sums up different perspectives considered in the most relevant previous studies dealing with
cross-training based worker allocation.
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Performance measure
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Graves (2008)

Gurumurthi and Benjaafar (2004)

ط

No flexibility
Floater
Pairs
Complete chain
Full flexibility

ط
طa

Inman et al. (2004)

All jobs available at once
Varies
Cross-training configurations

Line
Parallel

Reference
Jordan and Graves (1995)

Andradottir et al. (2001)

Product-specific
One demand stream

Table 1. Different perspectives considered in the previous studies

ط
ط
ط
ط
ط

a

the sections of line can be viewed as being parallel
cross-training utility worker to other line sections
c
one full flexible floater replaces two dedicated workers
b

The study by Gurumurthi and Benjaafar (2004) assumes a limited number of
customer classes. Hence, flexibility was built on customer-server configurations, similarly to cross-training. However, with highly variable products, simple cross-training strategies and skill configurations may not provide appropriate and sufficient flexibility in the system. A more dynamic approach to the flexibility of workers in daily operations is self-directed work teams. In such teams,
workers have autonomy to arrange work assignments and their ways of working
(Van Amelsvoort & Benders, 1996). Workers in a self-directed team are responsible for a whole process by working together to varying degrees while planning
and controlling their work (Irani et al., 2002). These are compatible with the
characterizations of high-performing groups as presented in Section 2.4.
When WCPs are being implemented, worker preferences should be considered
as well. According to Bokhorst (2011), worker preferences are typically fulfilled
when a system enables workers to work independently of each other, having autonomy in deciding which task to work on and when. Slomp and Molleman
(2002), on the other hand, state that workers have social needs, which can be
fulfilled through cross-training. This means enabling workers to move in the
system to work on different tasks. On the other hand, they note that increased
flexibility will have complex psychological, social, and organizational consequences. For example, it will reduce feelings of being unique and irreplaceable
(as a specialist). Additionally, it will cause losses of motivation, social loafing,
and reluctance to work (Slomp & Molleman, 2002). Obviously, these facts will
have significant effects on efficiency in working.
On the evidence of the above, self-directed teams with increased flexibility and
autonomy among the workforce may generate management problems in floor36
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level production. Therefore, in order to control production dynamically and easily, simple enough WCPs are needed which take into account the preferences
and relations of workers. Such policies are based on workers helping each other
and the flexibility of the workforce is related to the question “who will help
whom”? According to Powers & Lehmann (2017), whether individuals help each
other depends greatly on reciprocity between them. Reciprocity and helping become less likely as group size (the number of interaction links between humans)
increases. Clearly, this is an important factor when it comes to the flexibility of
the workforce (see e.g. pairs and full flexibility in Figure 8). Nevertheless, helping has rarely been the approach to WCPs. Compared to cross-training, i.e.
worker-task based policies, this approach should be more suitable for a dynamic
environment with highly variable products and workloads.
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3. Results

This section presents the main results from the five articles, which aim to answer the following main research question:
RQ:

What are the effects of different WCPs and worker collaboration
practices and learning on the performance of a parallel station
MTO assembly system in varying circumstances?

First, articles I and II study the effects of learning and collaboration practices
on the performance of product assembly. Then, articles III-V extend the study
to a parallel station system, where the effects of different variables and policies
are studied in varying circumstances.

3.1

Effects of learning on performance of product assembly (Articles I and II)

Articles I and II study experimentally how the number of workers (later group
size) and learning through repetitions affect the performance of product assembly. First, these articles answer the first research sub-question: What are the
effects of learning on the performance of product assembly?
For the research question the following hypothesis was set according to Plateau learning curve model (De Jong, 1957):
[Hypothesis 1]: For each group size, the mean assembly time decreases at a
decelerating rate as a function of repetitions. At a certain repetition, the mean
assembly time reaches its steady-state level above zero.
The case product (Figure 9) consisted of representative elements from the products in a real-life assembly industry (see Article I for further information). The
participants were undergraduate students and the product was new and relatively complex for them. For each group size (one to four workers), up to four
repetitions per group were performed in order to test Hypothesis 1. The assembly work of each worker in each group and repetition was analyzed on a video
basis using the AviX software. Table 2 shows descriptive statistics from the experiments.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 9. (a) The case assembly product. (b) Precedence constraints of parts (Article I)
Table 2. Descriptive statistics of experiments (N = sample size, mean = mean value, SD = standard deviation, min = minimum, and max = maximum value) (Article I)

Group size
1
N
Mean
SD
Min
Max
2
N
Mean
SD
Min
Max
3
N
Mean
SD
Min
Max
4
N
Mean
SD
Min
Max
Tot N

Assembly time (hours)
Repetition
1
2
3
9
9
9
0.694 0.419 0.346
0.114 0.050 0.046
0.563 0.366 0.279
0.903 0.530 0.452
10
10
10
0.419 0.239 0.200
0.144 0.079 0.056
0.254 0.141 0.134
0.790 0.407 0.307
9
9
9
0.345 0.189 0.131
0.077 0.020 0.015
0.223 0.159 0.115
0.453 0.213 0.159
3
3
3
0.287 0.137 0.119
0.009 0.015 0.018
0.279 0.123 0.101
0.296 0.153 0.137
31
31
31

4
2
0.327
0.053
0.289
0.365
7
0.177
0.043
0.125
0.252
7
0.130
0.026
0.110
0.174
3
0.106
0.021
0.083
0.120
19

Tot
29
0.475
0.169
0.279
0.903
37
0.265
0.132
0.125
0.790
34
0.203
0.099
0.110
0.453
12
0.162
0.077
0.083
0.296
112

Productivity (products/hour/worker)
Repetition
1
2
3
4
Tot
9
9
9
2
29
1.440 2.386 2.892 3.059 2.103
0.233 0.258 0.354 0.507 0.690
1.107 1.887 2.214 2.742 1.107
1.776 2.733 3.582 3.458 3.582
10
10
10
7
37
1.192 2.095 2.506 2.824 1.885
0.343 0.740 0.705 0.665 0.878
0.633 1.230 1.627 1.985 0.633
1.965 3.536 3.742 4.009 4.009
9
9
9
7
34
0.967 1.759 2.535 2.569 1.643
0.260 0.197 0.270 0.460 0.729
0.735 1.565 2.091 1.920 0.735
1.493 2.091 2.892 3.038 3.038
3
3
3
3
12
0.871 1.829 2.095 2.348 1.539
0.026 0.198 0.334 0.525 0.668
0.843 1.636 1.826 2.079 0.843
0.896 2.032 2.486 3.020 3.020
31
31
31
19
112

Figure 10 illustrates the results in terms of mean assembly time as a function of
group size (workers, W) and repetitions (Rep). The figure also shows how the
assembly time is divided between the different activities, i.e. value-adding (VA),
required (REQ), instructions (INSTR), and losses (LOSS), in assembly work.
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Figure 10. Mean total assembly time and mean time of different activities per worker (min) as a
function of group size (workers, W) and repetition (Rep) (Article II)

As Figure 10 shows, for each group size, the mean assembly time decreases at a
decelerating rate as a function of repetitions. Through increasing the number of
repetitions, the assembly time would soon reach the steady-state level above
zero. The Plateau model (De Jong, 1957) fits the data almost perfectly (see Article I). Thus, Hypothesis 1 is validated. In addition, for each group size, the effect
of repetition is also statistically significant (p < 0.007). When the case product
was processed for the first time the average shares of instructions and losses in
the total assembly time were crucial (means of 23% and 18% across all group
sizes).
Figure 11 presents the mean time of different types of losses per worker as a
function of group size (workers, W) and repetition (Rep). These loss types are
handling the wrong tools, faulty installing, dropping equipment, inactivity because of the co-worker, interruption because of an unexpected event, and idleness at the end of processing. Finally, the other losses category covers a wide
range of unnecessary activities and inactivity that are mostly a consequence of
the inexperience of a worker. The ways in which different loss types occurred
and were categorized in practice are specified in more detail in Article II.
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Figure 11. Mean time (min) of different types of losses per worker as a function of group size
(workers, W) and repetition (Rep) (Article II)

As Figure 11 shows, in the first repetition, losses typically appeared as observing
and examination of parts and their assembly locations (as a part of other losses)
or as faulty installing. By the second repetition, learning took place quickly
(across the different group sizes, on average, assembly time decreased by 45%).
This was mostly realized as considerably less need for instructions and as less
frequently occurring losses (Figures 10 and 11).
3.1.1

Worker opinions

After the second repetition, the participants felt that they learned quite much
from the first repetition (a mean 4.17 on a 1-5 Likert scale, 4 = quite much, 5 =
very much (Article I, Appendix 2, Question 3)). They also answered an open
question regarding how learning occurred in their own performance or that of
the group. Following is the part of the answers (not presented in Article I):
“I remembered the locations of parts as well as tools and bolts needed”
“I could ajust the assembly order presented in the instructions”
(Participants working alone)
“I roughly knew what goes to where and the order of assembly was better”
“Division of work was more effective and less reading instructions”
(Participants from two-worker groups)
“Everyone remembered quite well the locations of parts, thus it did not take
much time to explore the drawing. At first everyone installed the same parts
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as in the first repetition” “Installation of different parts was better divided
among the group members” (Participants from three-worker groups)
“Communication was needed much less. Tasks were clearly divided”
“There was not as much need for viewing the drawing. Everyone also knew
the division of work in advance” (Participants from four-worker groups)
To sum up the answers, less need for instructions was reported most widely
over different group sizes and one major reason for that was remembering the
locations of parts. In addition, an improved assembly sequence was more common with single workers and two-worker groups, whereas the division of work
or specializing in tasks were highlighted with three- and four-worker groups.
These answers, first, indicate that for workers in smaller groups, there is more
potential for improvement and flexibility in the assembly sequence. Second,
within larger groups, potential is focused on improved coordination of workers
between the tasks.
The results from the experiments also provide information on the differences
in performance between the groups of the same size. It is noteworthy that, in
each repetition, the standard deviation (Table 2) in productivity per worker was
greatest with two-worker groups.

3.2

Effects of collaboration practices (number of workers and
ways of working) on performance of product assembly (Articles I and II)

Articles I and II answer the second research sub-question: What are the effects
of collaboration practices (the number of workers and ways of working) on
the performance of product assembly? The number of workers is later replaced
by the term “group size”.
3.2.1

Effects of group size

As Figure 10 above shows, with each repetition, an increase in group size reduces the mean assembly time. The effect of group size is also statistically significant (p < 0.006). Almost without exception, an additional worker causes a
smaller reduction in the mean assembly time. Thus, up to a certain group size,
the assembly time could be reduced from what it was previously. For the
productivity effect of group size, the hypothesis below was set according to Steiner’s statement (see Figure 7, in Section 2.4):
[Hypothesis 2]: For each repetition, the mean productivity per worker decreases as a function of group size.
Figure 12 presents the results as mean productivity per worker as a function
of group size for each repetition.
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Figure 12. Mean productivity (products/hour) per worker as a function of group size for each
repetition (Rep) (Article I)

As Figure 12 shows, except for two exceptions, the mean productivity per worker
decreases (and quite steadily) as a function of group size. In relation to a oneworker group, the productivity loss with two workers is approximately 8-17%,
with three workers 12-33%, and with four workers 23-40%, depending on the
repetition (see Figure 13 below). On average, the productivity loss decreases as
a function of repetition. The statistical significance of group size for productivity
also decreases when repetitions increase (across all group sizes, with Rep 1, p <
0.001; with Rep 2, p < 0.011; with Rep 3, p < 0.071; and, with Rep 4, p < 0.882).
In general, Hypothesis 2 is validated.
In order to get deeper knowledge on sources of productivity loss, Figure 13
illustrates the mean changes (in minutes) of the worker resources used for different activities in larger groups (workers, W) in relation to one-worker groups
in each repetition (Rep). The figure also presents the corresponding changes (as
percentages) in productivity loss per worker. Figure 14 presents the time
changes of different loss types.

Figure 13. Mean time changes of different activities with group sizes of two, three, and four workers (W) in relation to a group size of one (1W) for each repetition (Rep). Changes (%) of mean
productivity per worker with 2W, 3W, and 4W groups in relation to 1W groups (Article II)
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Figure 14. Mean time changes of different loss types with group sizes of two, three, and four
workers (W) in relation to a group size of one (1W) for each repetition (Rep) (Article II)

Through different repetitions, compared to smaller groups, larger ones used
more worker resources as follows: at first, the waste of resources was due to the
inexperience of the workers (Figure 13, INSTR at Rep 1 and, Figure 14, inexperience-related, other, losses at Rep 1 and Rep 2). In addition, larger groups used
more resources for value-adding (VA) activities (Figure 13), i.e. for installing
parts. After that, despite the experience gained, the idleness of workers led to
significant losses with larger groups (Figure 14, Rep 3 and Rep 4). This idleness
resulted from a lack of meaningful tasks and working space for several workers
at the end of processing.
3.2.2

Effects of ways of working

In collaboration, at least two workers process the product at the same time.
Through video analysis it was possible to examine the effects of ways of working
in collaboration (i.e. who does what, when, and how) on assembly performance.
Figure 15 illustrates the timelines of each worker in the best-performing two-,
three-, and four-worker groups in the last (fourth) repetition. The timelines
show when workers processed different parts (denoted as in Figure 9(a) in Section 3.1), read instructions (I), or had LOSS time (O = other, T = wrong tools, D
= dropping equipment, C = co-worker-related, and ID = idleness). Figure 15 also
shows the shares of value-adding (green), required (yellow), and wasted (red)
time for each single part of the timeline. Finally, the uppermost coloured line
shows the shares of these times of the entire assembly process.
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Figure 15. Timelines for the best-performing groups of two, three, and four workers (W) at the
fourth repetition (Article II)

As Figure 15 shows, within the best two-worker group, the division of work is
extremely clear. Both workers clearly have their own, reasonably divided subsystems to process (according to the subsystems in Figure 9(b) in Section 3.1).
The ease of the division of work between two workers was also mentioned by
one of the workers. Within this group, on the basis of the analysis in different
repetitions, an extremely early and strong specialization in subtasks was observed. As Figure 15 shows, assistance occurs only when needed, i.e. at the end,
when one worker moves to work together with another with P5. This made it
possible to avoid longer idleness of that worker. In general, the minimal amount
of losses within that group explains its extremely good performance.
Within the best three-worker group, typical assistance of workers takes place.
For example, Workers 1 and 3 work together with the large pipe parts P2 and
P5. In their opinion, it is favourable to have two workers with such parts. Within
this group, idleness at the end explains most of the losses.
As shown with larger groups of three and four workers in Figure 15, several
workers may easily suffer from idleness when they have no meaningful tasks at
the end of processing. It is noteworthy how idleness occurs even with experienced workers. Idleness could be reduced by the detailed planning of the assembly sequence and division of work. Planning and actual working are, however,
more limited with increasing group size. Workers rather process what they can
within the remaining parts and available space. For this reason, within the present four-worker group, e.g. the large pipe part, P5, is assembled relatively early
in the process and independently. When assembled at the end, it is more likely
to occur in cooperation. Generally, the participants in this four-worker group
did not see too much harm in the group size, because, rather surprisingly, three
of them considered the size of the group appropriate.
3.2.3

Worker opinions

In addition to quantitative performance measures, worker opinions on group
size, ways of working, and the resultant efficiency in collaboration are valuable.
Within the case assembly product, even if a one-worker group resulted in the
best productivity per worker, in the workers’ opinions, a two-worker group is
the most preferable. This conclusion can be drawn from Figure 16. Figure 16(a)
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presents the mean opinion on suitability of current group size (Article I, Appendix 2, Question 4: From the performance point of view, the current group size
was too small (= 1), appropriate (= 2), or, too large (= 3)). Figure 16(b) presents
the mean opinion on appropriate group size as a function of the current group
size of a worker.
(a)

(b)

Figure 16. (a) Mean current group size suitability and (b) mean appropriate group size in relation
to current group size (Article I)

As Figure 16 shows, within the two-worker groups, opinions are clearly closest
to the current group size. This indicates that they are most satisfied with the
current group size. Almost half of those who worked alone felt the size of their
group was suitable. However, one third of them found 1.5 an appropriate group
size meaning a temporary presence and help from another worker.
Figure 17 presents the mean inefficiency that was experienced in group performance with each group size for each repetition (Article I, Appendix 2, Question 2: Two/three/four workers processing simultaneously caused inefficiency
in group performance not at all (= 1), rather little (= 2), on a 1-5 Likert scale).

Figure 17. Mean inefficiency experienced (Article I)

As Figure 17 shows, workers in larger groups experienced more inefficiency,
even if only to a small extent. Idleness and its causes were reported especially
by the workers in the four-worker groups. Despite the resultant inefficiency,
workers in larger groups (of three and four workers) mostly felt the size of their
group was suitable (Figure 16(a)). Thus, with a relatively small number of repetitions (up to four), they did not see too much harm in the group size.
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3.3

Effects of worker coordination policies in a parallel station
system (Articles III, IV, and V)

This section presents the results from Articles III-V, in which worker coordination policies (later WCP) in parallel station systems are studied. In each system,
the number of workers equals the number of stations. In the systems, the arrivals and contents of jobs vary and affect further variation in the processes. The
processing rates of jobs (i.e. the number of completed jobs per time unit) depend
not only on the product but also on the learning, skill level, or collaborative efficiency of the workers, depending on the system being studied. In each system,
when a worker has no more jobs, that worker is allowed to help others according
to the WCP that is used. This makes it possible to avoid idleness among the
workers. However, the maximum number of workers on one product is limited
to two.
Articles III-V answer the third research sub-question: What are the principles
of different WCPs and how do they affect performance in a parallel station
system where variation relates to the arrivals and contents of jobs, as well as
the learning, skill levels, and collaborative efficiency of the workers?
3.3.1

Effects of WCP and learning in a system with a given set of jobs (Article III)

In Article III, all the jobs for each production period of one week are available
immediately at the beginning of a week. The number of different products (variants) equals the number of parallel stations and each product has, in principle,
its own dedicated station and worker. For each week, the demand for each individual product follows the same uniform distribution. The model developed in
this article considers a product-specific learning for each worker which only
makes a difference between the processing rates of jobs. At the beginning of the
first week, the workers are inexperienced. Learning is assumed to follow
Wright’s log-linear learning curve, as presented in Equation 5 in Section 2.3.
The learning rate is set as 85%. The system was studied on the basis of simulation. One simulation run consisted of 52 weeks, and thus the run period is one
year.
Figure 18 shows the average product cycle time (in minutes) and the total
amount of annual training (i.e. training a worker for a new product) with different WCPs. The principles of policies are presented in detail in Article III.
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Figure 18. Average product cycle time and amount of annual training with each WCP (number of
parallel stations = 8, learning rate = 85%, worker turnover rate = 3%) (Article III)

According to Figure 18, the shortest average cycle time is obtained with the policy in which a worker helps with the product he has most experience of. The
difference between the coordination principles of the two best-performing
WCPs is that within the second best, next free, the product with which to help is
selected randomly. Obviously, those policies allowing large flexibility of workers
also result in the greatest amount of training. As training causes costs, in Figure
18, a marker close to the lower left-hand corner indicates a good overall performance of the WCP. Such a performance is obtained with complete chaining and
pairs, in which workers help with only one and the same product.
3.3.2

Effects of WCP and collaborative efficiency in systems with given
set and continuous arrival of jobs (Article IV)

In Article IV, four WCPs that differ in terms of the flexibility of workers are compared. These policies were selected on the basis of the results from Article III
and they are as follows: no helping, floater, pairs, and complete helping (formerly next free). However, the policies in Article IV do not take into account
learning. The principles of the worker movements allowed with these policies
are illustrated in Figure 19.
As Figure 19 shows, no helping does not allow any moving and, in the floater
policy, there is only one floater who is allowed to move to help others. In the
pairs policy, workers can help others pairwise. In complete helping, workers are
allowed to help others unlimitedly.
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Figure 19. Worker movements with different WCPs (Article IV)

Article IV studies two different systems: a system in which all the jobs arrive and
are available at once (e.g. weekly demand) and a system in which jobs arrive
continuously. Now there are no dedicated stations or workers for jobs but jobs
are centrally assigned from a single queue (on the basis of the first-come-firstserved principle) to a station when there is a need for jobs. Workers are assumed
to be identical but the customization of products affects the Poisson-distributed
processing rates. In the case of continuous arrivals, jobs also arrive at a Poissondistributed rate. In order to study the effects of WCPs in both systems, continuous-time Markov process models are constructed. As an example, Figure 20 visualizes the model for the pairs policy as a Markov-state diagram for six parallel
stations.
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Figure 20. State diagram for six parallel stations with the pairs policy (Article IV)

In the model, first, N = 6 denotes the number of stations and Q the number of
jobs in a queue. Then each state is defined as a set of (n, S, P), where n denotes
the number of jobs, S the number of single workers, and P the number of pairs.
The processing rate for a single worker is denoted by μ. When a pair of workers
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share the same job, efficiency in collaboration is taken into account by multiplying the processing rates of two single workers by a factor, i.e. Į2μ. In addition,
the processing rate of a pair is assumed to be at least that of a single worker and
is the same for each pair. Because of the memoryless Markov property, in each
state, future events (state transitions) are independent of the past events (states)
in the system. Thus, the next state is determined by the probabilities (rates) of
a job arrival and of a job completion by a single worker and pair. As Figure 20
shows, within the pairs policy, in order to keep the system as efficient as possible, a job that has arrived is always assigned to an idle pair if at least one exists.
Otherwise, a worker from a busy pair moves to process the new job.
The Markov process models that were constructed for each WCP are presented
in detail in Article IV. Within the given set of jobs, the equations to calculate the
average cycle time of a job were written for each policy. Within the continuous
arrival of jobs, for each process state in the models, the steady-state equations
were written. The actual steady-state probabilities in different experiments were
solved by using a Monte Carlo simulation method. This finally made it possible
to calculate the average cycle time of a job for each policy (see Equations 1 and
2 in Section 2.2). Figures 21 and 22 present the average cycle time as a function
of collaborative efficiency with different policies in the cases of a given set of
jobs and continuous arrival of jobs for N = 8 stations. The initial number of jobs
in a given set is W = N = 8, and the utilization rate for the system (see Equation
3 in Section 2.2) with continuous arrivals is u = 0.75.

Figure 21. Given set of jobs: cycle time as a function of collaborative efficiency factor (W = N =
8, μ = 1) (Article IV)

Figure 22. Continuous arrival of jobs: cycle time as a function of the collaborative efficiency factor
1 Ȝ 6, μ = 1, u = 0.75) (Article IV)
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In general, the results suggest using complete helping with a given set of jobs.
When jobs arrive continuously, the pairs policy performs only slightly worse
and thus is effective enough there. It is noteworthy that greater inefficiency in
collaboration reduces the benefit gained from full flexibility with complete helping. The pairs policy is also supported by the fact that, in fixed pairs, workers
get to know each other’s ways of working better, which may improve the efficiency in relation to complete helping.
3.3.3

Effects of WCP and skill levels of workers in a system with continuous arrival of jobs (Article V)

Article V continues examining the four present WCPs in the case of the continuous arrival of jobs. Now the number of workers and parallel stations is four.
The workers still have fixed skill levels but they may vary between the workers.
The compared skill level distributions and the corresponding worker-specific
processing rates are presented in Table 3.
Table 3. Average processing rates with different skill level distributions of workers (Article V)

μ1
μ2
μ3
μ4

Identical
skills
(Identical)
1
1
1
1

Uniformly distributed skills
(Uni)
1.2
1.067
0.933
0.8

Two skilled
and two unskilled (2+2)
1.2
1.2
0.8
0.8

One skilled and three
less skilled
(1+3)
1.2
0.933
0.933
0.933

As skill levels vary between workers, the questions of “who is to be helped” and
“to whom to assign a job” become relevant. Article V takes these aspects into
account by comparing optimal (OPT) and random (RAND) priorities in helping
and assigning jobs. The RAND priority naturally uses an arbitrary selection. The
OPT priority, instead, aims to minimize the differences in skills (processing
rates) between the stations. Within the floater and complete helping policies,
this means helping the worker with the lowest level of skill. Within the pairs
policy, the most and the least skilled worker form a pair, etc. The OPT priority
also aims at the entire system processing as effectively as possible. Thus, jobs
are assigned in such a way that the most skilled workers are always processing.
As an example of constructed Markov process models, Figure 23 presents a
state diagram for the floater (OPT) policy when skills are uniformly distributed
among the workers. In each state, now, S denotes the workers (numbered from
1…4) who are processing as singles and P denotes the workers who are processing as pairs. The floater, who is the most skilled and the only one to help
others, is numbered 1. According to the optimal priority, when a job arrives at
the moment when the floater is helping, if necessary, the floater moves to help
the least skilled one to whom an arrived job is assigned.
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Figure 23. Markov state diagram for four parallel stations with floater (OPT) policy and skills
uniformly distributed among the workers (Article V)

Figure 24 illustrates the average cycle time of a job with different policies and
OPT and RAND priorities and with different utilization rates of the system.

Figure 24. Cycle time (CT) with different policies (NH = no helping, FL = floater, P = pairs, CH =
complete helping) and OPT and RAND priorities. The system utilization rate is studied at u = 0.5,
0.625, and 0.75 (Article V)

According to Figure 24, as expected, the OPT priority outperforms the RAND
one. Generally, assigning jobs optimally is more beneficial at low system utilization rates and with the policies that most restrict flexibility, i.e. helping among
workers. Instead, when difference between RAND and OPT priorities is extremely small, RAND policy is reasonable when an effort to manage OPT is
large. This is the case e.g. with the pairs policy with uniformly distributed skills,
as in Figure 24 (the difference between P-RAND and P-OPT is at most 0.3%).
By comparing skill level distributions (Table 3) pairwise, the greatest difference in performance is obtained with the floater policy (OPT priority, 2+2 compared to Identical). The benefit gained from a floater is clearly at its smallest
when all the workers are identical. Thus, the skill level distribution matters most
with the floater policy. In general, a greater level of flexibility among workers
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(as with helping in pairs or complete helping) reduces the significance of the
skill levels. This flexibility of WCPs (i.e. who is allowed to help whom) itself has
the greatest impact on performance.
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4. Discussion

In this chapter, the results provided in Articles I-V are discussed. First, theoretical implications that contribute to the scientific community are presented. Second, practical implications that are beneficial for manufacturing companies and
organizations are presented. Third, the reliability and validity of the research
that was conducted is discussed.

4.1

Theoretical implications

This dissertation has several theoretical implications. First, they are related to
the factors, policies, and hypotheses that were studied in the present research
environment. In addition, the methods used and the models constructed to examine the specific factors, policies, and effects make a theoretical contribution.
Finally, the findings of the research have several theoretical implications.
Articles I and II studied the effects of collaboration practices (the number of
workers and the ways of working) and learning on the performance of product
assembly. The experiments were conducted with a product that had, more than
previous studies (Wicker et al. 1976; Sando et al. 2011; Staats et al. 2012; Kuhrmann & Münch 2016), elements similar to those in the real-life assembly industry. This made the research environment and the studied effects more realistic.
The case product was new and relatively complex for the participants and the
completion of the tasks required close collaboration between the participants.
This research thus responds to the criticism by Worchel et al. (1992, p. 254),
according to which laboratory studies frequently use very simple tasks which
involve little, if any interdependence between the participants. This is the first
study to confirm Steiner’s hypothetical statement in a complex assembly environment. According to the statement (Steiner, 1972, p. 96), for divisible tasks,
the mean productivity per worker decreases as a function of increasing group
size.
The results from the experimental research and opinions of the participants
give evidence on how and to what extent learning occurs in practice with groups
of different sizes. This contributes to research on group learning curves (see
Glock & Jaber 2014) whose applicability for industrial settings needs a lot of
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further research. Similarly, the results give practical evidence on how and to
what extent inefficiency in collaboration occurs with groups of different sizes.
Thus, this research can be considered to add to the previous research (e.g.
Sengupta & Jacobs, 2004; Niemi, 2009) that deals with the decreasing efficiency with larger groups but only makes assumptions about the magnitude of
the effects.
In the experiments, even if the participants in the largest (four-worker) groups
reported inefficiency in group working (e.g. idleness and its causes), they mostly
felt their group size was suitable. In this respect, the participants underestimated the decline in efficiency with larger groups. This phenomenon was also
found in the experimental study by Staats et al. (2012). In their study, contrary
to the present study, estimates were sought before the task was completed in
terms of the time it takes a group to complete a task. Thus, the estimates were
quantitative, whereas the estimates in the present study were based on experience in a more qualitative manner.
The results from the experiments revealed vast differences in performance between pairs of workers (two-worker groups). This contributes to earlier research
(Rohmert & Schlaich, 1966; Buzacott, 2013) that reports differences in performance between individual assembly workers.
Article III studied the effects of WCPs and learning in a parallel station assembly system with a varying weekly workload for different product variants. The
results in terms of responsiveness (the average cycle time) show, similarly to
Jordan and Graves (1995) and Inman et al. (2004), that complete chaining performs almost as well as work with full flexibility (the next free policy in Figure
18). It should, however, be noted that next free in Article III does not actually
mean full flexibility in all situations, as the number of workers working on the
same product was limited to two. Most importantly, a policy based on prior experience of the product (most experience) resulted in the best responsiveness
and is thus recommended. The coordination of workers based on those with the
greatest skills is also supported by Andradottir et al. (2001), but in their study,
skill levels for different products are assumed to be static.
Articles IV and V studied the ways in which WCPs that are based purely on
workers helping each other cope with highly customized products. This can be
seen as a novel approach to studying workforce flexibility, thus contributing to
the existing literature, where flexibility is traditionally dependent on crosstraining, i.e. the product-specific skills of workers. Similarly to Articles IV and
V, independence of the skill level of a worker on a particular task was assumed
e.g. by Andradottir et al. (2001), in which case they recommend all the nonidling policies. This avoidance of idleness was the key motivation to examining
WCPs in the present study. What is also common to Articles IV-V and Andradottir et al. (2001) is the examination of policies through queuing theory and Markov models, even though the latter study uses the case of line production. Further, since line design involves interdependent stations, changes in workloads
and the principles and dynamics of WCPs are different from those with parallel
stations.
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The scientific innovation in Articles IV and V is shown specifically in the Markov models and mathematical formulae that were constructed to study the performance of different WCPs. These models also involve either the collaborative
efficiency or skill levels of workers, and, as shown, these models are also suitable
for studying systems where all the jobs are available at once or arrive continuously. By using such models with continuous arrivals, the results in Article IV
show that the pairs policy is effective enough to be selected in preference to
complete helping. The results in Article V further show that helping the least
skilled workers and assigning jobs to the most skilled ones before others is beneficial. These results are similar to those of Gurumurthi and Benjaafar (2004),
who suggest associating priority with either the fastest servers or with the customers with the largest demand. The most effective processing is thus obtained
by keeping the most skilled workers as busy as possible while minimizing the
differences between the temporal workloads of workstations.

4.2

Practical implications

The results presented in this dissertation have several practical implications.
Considering them would be especially beneficial for MTO manufacturing companies dealing with workforce allocation and productivity issues in their daily
operations.
Articles I and II studied experimentally the effects of learning, number of collaborative workers, and the ways of working on an assembly product. With regard to learning, the results showed the crucial role of instructions, especially
with new products for novice workers and groups. By the second repetition, in
the opinions of the participants, a significant part of learning (of 45% decrease
in the assembly time, on average) was linked to remembering the assembly locations of parts. This was again reflected in less need for instructions. For production managers, this emphasizes the importance of the quality of instructions,
which is decisive in order to further speed up learning. Through rapid learning,
cost-efficiency can be maintained better, especially when it comes to coping with
ever-changing products in small batch production.
The results also give insights for managers with respect to the challenges and
losses that can occur in different learning periods with groups of different sizes.
For example, in a larger group, more resources are lost as a result of the inexperience of workers. The size of a group also affects how learning occurs. In the
opinions of the participants, workers in smaller groups can more often learn
how to improve the assembly sequence. Within larger groups, improvement is
focused on the coordination of the workers between the tasks. Finally, the plateauing phenomenon in learning highlights the importance for managers providing improvements in e.g. work organisation and technical equipment.
The results from the experimental study showed that working in larger groups
is limited by several factors. Basically, they are linked to the coordination of
workers, in which both temporal and spatial aspects should be considered.
Problems with matching the temporal and spatial coordination of workers were
clearly revealed at the end of the processing, when some of the workers did not
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have a meaningful role and thus were idle. The findings from the experiments
support the view presented by the production manager in the case company
(Section 1.1): the group size for a single product is limited by precedence constraints in the assembly sequence or limited space for several workers to work
in. To facilitate the coordination of workers at a product, detailed planning of
the assembly sequence and division of work should be performed.
In general, the findings from the analysis of group working showed that a
group is more productive when workers work independently at their dedicated
tasks, as long as assisting others is not needed. This also speeds up specialization in tasks and enhances productivity. Assisting others was found especially
helpful with large-dimensioned parts. For this reason too, despite decreased
productivity, a group of two workers was generally seen as preferable compared
to a single worker. This finding emphasizes that when assigning workers to
products, one has to consider not only the direct productivity effects but also
enabling the work to be done smoothly.
The results from the effects of WCPs and learning in Article III suggest that
when a worker has completed his dedicated tasks, it is beneficial to move to help
with those tasks at which that worker is most skilled. In general, the results show
that when implementing WCP in industrial operations, the policy to be used
should support an effective learning process which is dependent on prior experience.
The results from Article IV suggest that when there is a given set of jobs to be
completed, a policy in which everyone can help everyone (complete helping) is
preferable. When all jobs are available at once, a collective target for the workers
may also motivate them to help each other. In addition, as long as helping others
is useful, this full flexibility is beneficial in order to cope faster with, e.g., a
weekly workload. Instead, when jobs arrive continuously and, thus, the number
of available jobs in the system varies, the pairs policy performs only slightly
worse than complete helping.
The pairs policy should be considered seriously, especially when helping in
general causes major efficiency losses. The superiority of this policy is also supported by the fact that workers in pairs can easily find a common way of working
which will further increase efficiency in collaboration (similarly to the findings
about the best two-worker group in Article II). Workers are also most likely to
help others in fixed pairs because such pairs show the strongest reciprocity between individuals (Powers & Lehmann, 2017). In addition, they certainly favour
working in pairs when they can affect the selection of their pair partner. On the
other hand, the selection of the most effective pair partners should receive attention as with arbitrary selection, the performance of different pairs may vary
significantly (as shown in Article I). The results from Article V suggests that optimal selection of pairs minimizes the skill levels between the pairs.
Figure 25 summarizes the key findings in the present MTO environment in
terms of preferred WCPs and worker collaboration, as well as the effects of
worker learning, skills and perferences.
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Figure 25. The key findings in the present MTO environment

4.3

Reliability and validity

The diversity and complexity of the MTO assembly production environment
poses challenges for its exploration. Therefore, the reliability and validity of research that is conducted should be evaluated carefully. Thus, even if this research has shown several theoretical and practical implications, the limitations
of the research settings and generalizability of the results need objective evaluation as well.
Despite the major findings on the effects of learning and collaboration practices on assembly performance in Articles I and II, some relevant limitations
should be noted as well. These limitations are linked to deviations from industrial conditions, the implementation of which on a full scale is practically impossible in laboratory experiments. First, industrial assembly products and
tasks differ in terms of e.g. work contents and difficulty. A major limitation with
the case product especially is lack of functionality and thus it has lower quality
requirements than many industrial products. Second, real groups may operate
quite differently from those in the experiments. This includes that group size
may vary depending on stage of assembly work. Third, as professional workers
in reality have prior experience of assembly work and products, in industrial
conditions, learning and increases in productivity occur to a smaller extent. As
long as products, worker capabilities, and other conditions vary in industrial
assembly work, laboratory studies can only provide results on a general level,
where the current experimental design and conditions have a significant effect.
It is notworthy that the students participated in the experiments represent sufficiently homogenous population and made it possible for randomization of
groups. That would be difficult by using specialized assembly workers from a
specific company.
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One significant factor affecting the validity of results in experimental research
is the sample size used. In this research, the small sample sizes for one-worker
groups at the fourth repetition (N=2) and for four-worker groups (N=3 in each
repetition) increase the uncertainty of the results. Even if the hypothesis concerning the effect of group size on productivity per worker (according to Steiner’s statement) was generally validated, the results as a whole were not statistically significant. In order to validate the results statistically, additional experiments would be needed. This time, a larger sample size was not possible within
the available student population.
When implementing cross-training and WCP with varying assembly products,
one should consider limited worker learning capacity. In reality, forgetting will
occur with old products while learning takes place with new ones (Nembhard &
Osothslip, 2001). This aspect was not taken into account in the models in Article
III.
The stochasticity of real-life MTO production systems imposes challenges on
the selection of appropriate research methods. By selecting Markov models to
study how different WCPs cope with variation in arrivals and the processing of
jobs, as in Articles IV and V, certain general assumptions are made. These assumptions apply to e.g. exponentially distributed interarrival and processing
times of jobs. In particular, the validity of exponentially distributed processing
times has been criticized (e.g. Hopp & Spearman, 2008, p. 270). When it comes
to MTO production, this criticism is justified, especially with relatively standard
product variants with only slight customization. On the other hand, when products are ever-changing and highly customized, the application of exponentially
distributed processing times is more appropriate.
Generally, Markovian queuing models provide estimates of average queue
lengths in production. As these models are probabilistic, to compare different
WCPs with sufficient accuracy, a huge number of state transitions had to be performed. Therefore, the results should be seen as long-term average performances of policies, providing a good starting point for their comparison and
practical application.
Another thing is the usability of the WCPs in real-life production environments. In practice, worker assignments in highly varying MTO production do
not strictly follow predetermined rules but rather assignments and, further, adaptations to varying circumstances are dependent on many factors. These factors include unexpected disturbances, schedule tightness, and the availability of
workers and other resources, among others. In addition, a worker is often temporarily assigned to help others, such as with physically challenging parts, as in
the case company in Section 1.1. Thus, there are plenty of reasons to move workers in production, and the avoidance of idleness, such as with the present study,
represents a rather simplified example. In real-life production, idleness is also
avoided by moving workers to other departments, an option that was not considered in the models in the present study.
Evaluating workers’ general skill levels and prioritizing them when assigning
jobs is an effective but somewhat unfair way to manage production. In the worst
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case, with a low total workload, this will lead to significantly unequally distributed workloads between novices and experienced workers. In practice, novices
should be given the opportunity to gain experience by giving them jobs evenly.
Learning new skills can also take place in collaboration with experienced workers.
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5. Conclusions and recommendations
for further research

This dissertation investigates the effects of worker coordination policies
(WCPs), collaboration practices, and learning on the performance of a parallel
station MTO assembly system. What is typical of the present assembly system
is variable, stochastic demand with varying arrivals and work contents of jobs
that are produced in extremely small batch sizes. The products in question are
large enough to enable the collaboration of workers on a product. The processing of jobs is highly labour-intensive and requires rapid learning. This includes learning new products and ways of working with them, as the assembly
methods cannot be fully standardized. The parallel assembly system as a whole
needs to be managed in such a way that the system is competitive in terms of
responsiveness and productivity. To this end, available worker resources should
be used as effectively as possible, both between different products and within
individual products.
In this dissertation, WCPs are based on workers helping each other, i.e. who
will help whom. This is a novel approach to the real-time allocation of workers
and appropriate to changing demand and uncertainty in production. In order to
study how different policies cope with such circumstances, Markov models,
based on queuing theory, were constructed. The effective allocation of workers
further needs consideration of the effects of worker collaboration within a single
product. Evidence on the fundamental effects of collaboration practices (the
number of workers and ways of working) and learning requires laboratory studies with products that are similar to those products in real assembly industries.
To this end, in this dissertation, experimental studies with a suitable case product were conducted. On the basis of the above, this dissertation fills the research
gaps identified in Section 1.
The results derived from Articles I-V and presented in Section 3 answer the
research questions that were set. The theoretical and practical implications derived from the results, as well as the reliability and validity of the research that
was conducted, were discussed in Section 4. On the basis of the results that were
obtained, the main conclusions and suggestions of this research can be summarized as follows:
1. The learning process (on average, the assembly time almost halved by
the second repetition) and worker skills are crucial with regard to the
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productivity of an assembly system. For inexperienced workers, learning
about new products uses a lot of resources in familiarizing themselves
with the assembly instructions. Therefore, rapid learning should be supported by effective instructions. In addition, the allocation of workers to
products and subtasks should be implemented in a way that supports
learning and the development of skills. When a worker becomes skilled
at certain tasks, it is effective to keep that worker busy at those tasks.
2. The number of collaborative workers on a product clearly affects
the division of work and, further, limitations and performance in processing that product. To be effective, a worker processing a product or
its subtask independently is often a good starting point, but assistance
by another worker should be available. For these reasons, two workers
is often preferable and an adequate maximum number of workers processing a single product. When there is a need to further speed up the
completion of a product, a larger number of workers can be assigned to
that product. However, when this occurs, productivity losses are easily
generated, the sources and magnitudes of which also depend on the current level of the skills of the workers assigned to that product. For novice
workers, productivity losses with larger groups are mainly due to the
sheer inexperience of the workers. For experienced workers, this is due
to permanent challenges in the spatial and temporal coordination of
workers. In general, the significance of group size for productivity decreases when experience of a product increases.
3. The actual performance of worker coordination policies in the assembly system is largely determined by the level of flexibility within each
policy, i.e. who is allowed to help whom. This is shown in each of the
studied systems where increase in flexibility resulted in the better responsiveness. In addition, the responsiveness obtained and the usability
of different policies are dependent on the nature of the demand. When
the demand is known and is collective for each period of production
(such as a week), maximum flexibility can be utilized. On the other hand,
when the demand and thus the workload in the system vary over time,
workers helping each other in fixed pairs is often effective enough and
thus recommendable. This is also supported by the fact that, in fixed
pairs, workers get to know and learn about each other’s ways of working
and will become more productive. In general, greater flexibility in helping others increases the importance of efficiency in the collaboration of
workers. On the other hand, greater flexibility reduces the importance
of the skill levels of workers.
4. Selection of worker pairs is a matter of performance and should be
done carefully, not arbitrarily. This is because arbitrary selection may
lead to major differences in productivity between different pairs, which
is not appropriate. In stochastic production, responsiveness is improved
on average by minimizing the differences between the total skill levels of
different pairs.
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5. Worker opinions and preferences should be taken into account,
but advisedly, when making decisions on worker allocation. At best, considering them will support the decision making. As the surveyd opinions
showed, for example, workers may favour working independently as
long as assistance from another worker is available (similar to helping in
pairs). On the other hand, workers may favour collaboration in a larger
group and thus underestimate the inefficiency it generates. In any case,
considering worker-related factors in daily decision making will benefit
production performance.
6. Based on the studies in this dissertation (and acknowledging the limitations), in a case of complex and variable assembly work and assembly
system, the most effective policy is working in pairs.

5.1

Further research

As the factors affecting productivity loss with larger groups on a product are
rather complex, more detailed studies are needed. From a group coordination
point of view, the matters that should receive attention include the division of
work, assembly sequences, and, further, the dynamic balancing of temporal
workloads between workers. When studying worker collaboration practices,
both the positive and negative effects of worker assistance within the individual
subtasks should be examined. And perhaps most importantly, by moving research closer to industrial conditions, on a case-by-case basis, more can be understood about the effects on productivity in real industrial processes.
Learning is a crucial process affecting productivity improvement and cost-efficiency in manual MTO assembly production. Learning is linked with the tasks
and capabilities of individuals in their assigned tasks. Therefore, the factors on
which learning is dependent, such as instructions, should be studied more carefully. The development of instructions and how the task information is presented should also utilize state-of-the-art technology, such as augmented reality. Effective instructions are needed both for individuals and groups of workers.
As learning and forgetting are essential phenomena in a production environment with changing products, their effects should be incorporated into operations management models more frequently. In addition, these models need realistic parameters. Since learning also takes place through the interaction between workers, the effects of worker collaboration on learning need more investigation. This would further make it possible to include the progression of collaborative efficiency in performance models. A lot of further research is needed
to develop learning models for groups of workers.
In real MTO environments, demand and manufacturing conditions may vary
a lot. Therefore, it would be fruitful to explore different types of distributions of
arrivals and processing of jobs with different WCPs. For the same reason, policies that change dynamically, e.g. on the basis of the current level of the workload, should be developed and studied. Finally, despite the promising results
obtained from the comparison of theoretical WCP models, the models should be
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tested in practice in order to see how well they fit in with real production systems.
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